Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL MEMORIES:
For the last month I have been enjoying memories of the 1968 season because of the birth of my
grandson Ryland. I decided to put together a set of ‘68 Topps for him. Each card was a trigger.
As I sorted the cards the names and faces of superstars passed before me. Only now, in
retrospect, do I see that I had a chance to see the greats on an everyday basis. Mays, Mantle,
Maris, Bunning, Killebrew, Aaron, Frank and Brooks Robinson, Clemente, Yastrzernski,
Jenkins, Rose, Morgan, Bench, Oliva, Marichal and even three players named ‘May’ – Dave,
Jerry and Lee, the last of which had two cards with two different spellings of the name May.
But the greatest memories of all were of the 1968 Tigers.
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Much has been written about the 1968 Detroit Tigers, a team of destiny. In a period of civil
upheaval, it was a time that made us forget the devastation Detroit had endured the year before
and, for a moment in time, consider ourselves one people with a common cause.
We had been cheated out of a pennant in 1950 and 1961 and lost the pennant on the last day in
1967 and we knew – we just knew that this had to be the year.
Whatever Denny McLain did after 1968 to sully his image, ‘68 year was his year. His 31
victories ranks, for me, with Mark the bird “Fidrych” 1976 Rookie year, and the 2011 year of
Verlander. McLain just didn’t lose and he was the last pitcher to pass the 30 win mark. I
remember key hits by Eddie Matthews, the great hall of famer, who had just enough, in the
twilight of his career, to help the Tigers get to the top. Entering the Series, everyone said Brock
and Flood would steal Freehan blind. They didn’t. At the end, Freehan and Lolich jumped into
each other’s arms. Then, there were the Northrop grand slams during the year, one in the Series
and a game winning triple in game 7. Dick McAuliff lifting his right leg when he swung. Mayo
Smith letting Lolich bat in a clutch situation and getting a hit (Lolich also homered in game 2 of
the series).
Great role playing by Don Wert, Ray Oyler, Mike Marshall and Earl Wilson and Joe Sparma.
Steady fielding by Mickey Stanley and a load of RBIs by Kaline, Cash and Horton.
Oddly, the most vivid memory I have is looking into the Tiger dugout and watching Willie
Horton on the bench smoking a cigarette.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Sanctions without Petition
Sanctions “In Lieu”
Collateral Estoppel
Heirs’ Right to Sue “In Lieu” – Fiduciary
Fiduciary Responsibility to Pursue Court of Appeals
Conversion
Subsumed Action

This is a well reasoned 14 page Opinion on a variety of issues apparently over $50,000.
The case concerned three (3) siblings’ efforts to maximize their interest in their mother’s estate
and minimize each others.
Appellee filed a Plan of Distribution. Appellant concurred but raised objections to the fiduciary
fees awarded, lack of fees awarded her, her siblings actions and the fiduciaries’ actions.
The Appellate Court found that all the Appellant’s complaints were subject to collateral estoppel
as Appellant agreed to the overall plan of distribution which said issues were subsumed within
the plan.
One interesting issue was whether a fiduciary must pursue an action or whether that function
could be relegated to the heir who wanted the action brought. The Court of Appeals said ‘yes’ it
can because:
1.
2.

It was agreed to and collateral estoppel applies
The heir proceeded with discovery on the action
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3.

The examination and discovery section on conversion allow an heir to complaint.

The court has cited In re Hague, 237 Mich App 295 that a chose in action is property and,
therefore, capable of being assigned.
Appellee asked for sanctions by way of Response rather than separate petition. The Court of
Appeals indirectly approved of this and said denying Appellant a fee was in lieu of a sanction
order.
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